Company: Nissan

Location: Smyrna, TN

Position Title: Engineering Maintenance Technologist – Vehicle Plant

Application Instructions: Apply on-line at http://nissan.jobs/. Search for position title “Engineering Maintenance Technologist” to get to specific listing and then follow the directions to apply.

The salary is $61 – 69K. Full benefits and Nissan leasing plan

The Maintenance Technologist will work within specific maintenance departments to implement technological solutions to improve critical maintenance KPI, ie: BDR, CPU, MTBF, MTTR. These solutions can range from automated data acquisition and reporting to predictive maintenance technology implementation to process system and database development and management. Developing and maintaining training systems and field training of technicians will also be within the scope of responsibilities for this position. The candidate will possess a wide technical skill set within the maintenance disciplines and will able to learn new systems and technologies very quickly. They will work within the scope of the larger reliability team and will support all aspects of the Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) initiative.

The Maintenance Technologist will be responsible for:
- Networking of various processes and systems
- Relational Database development / modifications (Access/SQL)
- Data analysis and reporting (SQL and SQL Server Reporting Services)
- Training system development / implementation
- Training

Qualified candidates must possess:
- HS education, controls engineering and / or database development/ management experience. Engineering
degree not required, but considered a plus. Coursework in specific areas such as controls engineering, electrical engineering, computer science, or database management will be considered a substantial advantage.

- Technical proficiency in the following areas is required:
  - Excel
  - Database management (Access/SQL)
  - Statistical Analysis / Control
  - CMMS systems
  - Computer hardware/ software systems
  - SharePoint knowledge a plus
  - Visual Studio experience a plus
  - Proficient in Microsoft Office Suite